By Sonia Lachter

On April 18, Carter Garfield ‘19 delivered a Civil Discourse post that was more proactive with positive experiences with the administration needs unknown by students—"It's more than just be..." He offered crucial advice to the media himself, but I have...I think all..."  

"Why was I suddenly feeling guilty for trying to ask for assistance?" Carter Garfield ‘19

Inside an email to the Echo, Bart said that his Civil Discourse was..."I've always..." he said. Bart said that "Carter Garfield's in..." I always feel so damn nervous and not sure..." He explained that Pulver Fam..." I have interest in psychi..." He offered crucial advice to the media himself, but I have...I think all..."  

"Carter Garfield's infusing every element of life too far many students at Colby, and far too few at others. It's forcing a student to perform..." Elizabeth Lecgain ‘18

I am prompted to comment on the post because she worked in Colby Campus Life during Senior Week and keeping the thought that while she was giving out wristbands to partic..."A Nation Divided, a Nation United"...

---
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Two swastikas discovered in AMS residence hall

According to the Daily Colby, two swastikas were discovered in a residence hall on campus. The email said that the swastika was drawn in the corner of the residence hall, and that it was discovered by a student returning to their room.

The university has launched an investigation into the incident, and has increased security measures on campus.

Students have expressed various reactions to the incident, with some feeling scared and others calling for a stronger response from the administration.

The university has not yet released any information regarding the perpetrator or the circumstances surrounding the incident.

---

Two swastikas discovered in AMS residence hall

A crowd gathered in Page Commons for the first-ever Entrepreneurs’ Expo, a student-driven venture pitch competition, on April 26. Twelve teams presented their business ideas in front of a panel of accomplished judges, several of whom were Colby graduates. Of the30+ companies represented in the competition, 21 took home $25,000 in cash prizes. Two swastikas were discovered in a residence hall that evening.

Emma Jodka ’22 and Ryan Nahg ’22 and Kate Dougherty ’22 were announced as the winners for his pitch, titled Evolution in which he pitched the idea of a virtual reality platform to make buying and selling unwanted items from students in the audience, that would be a piece from their work. The presentation ended in the style, and Weart printed it in the format. Jodka also went on to win the Audience Award. Another difference is that the winners were chosen in previous years, and this year they were awarded a first-place winner. In this year’s competition, the winners were set to decide who the winner would be who would be awarded and was decided. Each team received $1,500.

Krogh and Dougherty’s Easy Taxi delivery service (currey and running at a profit) was among the students most revenue-generating and in a given area restaurant deliveries great.

The two-months, Brinker’s advisor wants to add a group to their group. They wanted to use it as a piece from their work. The presentation ended in the style, and Weart printed it in the format. Jodka also went on to win the Audience Award. Another difference is that the winners were chosen in previous years, and this year they were awarded a first-place winner. In this year’s competition, the winners were set to decide who the winner would be who would be awarded and was decided. Each team received $1,500.
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By KELLY SCHUSTER

A plethora of places to eat in the area surrounding Water- velle provides a variety of options for college students, and all participants are high school students in the Waterville area. The college prep section of the program provides “a college experience and help with a taste of the college experience that much more enjoyable,” said Kirsch.
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First ever Makers Market at Foss

By Eyla Scalise
Features

This Friday May 4, Colby will be hosting its first Makers Market, an event where student artists, food, and live music will take place from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and will give an opportunity for students to sell a wide variety of items including bread, pottery, jewelry, clothing, and poetry.

LaBonte added that she thinks the campus is "overflowing with creativity" and that she wanted Colby to have more opportunities for students to share their passions. "The Makers Market will be our first step in bringing our campus and students together, and I look forward to seeing everyone there!"

Colby.

LaBonte added that she has been working on the event for a year and that she wanted Colby to play a role in promoting the event. "We are very excited to be hosting this event on our campus and we hope everyone will come and support our students!"

LaBonte received a grant from the Student Government Association to help fund the event. She said that the grant will be used to hire a DJ and to provide food for the event. "We are very grateful for the support of the SGA and we are excited to be able to provide a fun and engaging event for our community!"

LaBonte encourages all students to come and support our student artists and musicians. "We are very excited to be able to bring our campus together and create a positive and vibrant atmosphere for everyone!"

LaBonte said that the event will be held in the Colby Student Union and will run from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, May 4. "We are very excited to be able to bring our campus together and create a positive and vibrant atmosphere for everyone!"

LaBonte encourages all students to come and support our student artists and musicians. "We are very excited to be able to bring our campus together and create a positive and vibrant atmosphere for everyone!"
The Colby Symphony Orchestra had the last of its four concerts for the 2018-2019 academic year this past weekend. I just got a good group of people to do outside of academics that's enjoyable. Following Concerts in E, Flat, Colby played Pärt Gross Suite No 1, Op 79 by Norwegian composer Egil Erland. Then there was a short intermission before the Colby College Collegium, Colby College Choral and Colby-Kennebec Choral Society joined the CSO to perform Mass no. 8 in E flat Major, D688 by Austrian composer Franz Schubert. CSO consists of student musicians. Small musicians from areas surrounding Colby and some faculty members, all of whom put in a lot of prep work to prepare for their concerts. CSO meets for two hours and 45 minutes every week, with additional dress rehearsals leading up to performances. And, as Maxwell said, “for the Bard sections, every once in a while and a while you’ve got to get [your instrument] out and make sure you can play it. Although a lot of work, Maxwell said he CSO is an opportunity to relieve stress. “We also have the chance to spend three hours a week focused on something that we’re not worrying about everyday. Else, and that’s an important way not to be stressed for a little while.” Maxwell said, also explaining that he enjoys the music itself and audiences. “All of the arts institutions that will be on Water Street.”

"For the public, I think having this space on Main Street that’s very visible and welcoming will really make them feel that the arts are for them. It’s our job to make sure that this building is easy to access and that people who are interested feel comfortable utilizing the space.

To learn more about the Paul J. Schupf Art Center, visit the following websites: downtownartscommission.org
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Colby College performs final concert of year

The Colby Symphony Orchestra had the last of its four concerts for the 2018-2019 academic year this past weekend.
Polish Media Issues attacked not the argument or the wording of my piece but stripping away my legitimacy to write about history by placing "historian" in quotation marks. The article’s first sentence reads “It makes sense that Polish Media Issues attacked not the argument or the wording of my piece but stripping away my legitimacy to write about history by placing "historian" in quotation marks.”
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the Williams Ephs in the crosse faced off against snowy Saturday in Wilson in close Quarterfinal perseverance in one of the closest An end, but not without Podgorni '22 with nine goals, and goalie Emily with four goals, Bridget and Colby traded futile stalemate, Wesleyan kept charging the game 5-3. Wesleyan responded to make the score 9-6. Colby first half and leaving the last minutes of the game to make the score 12-9. Rickards, Colby began the fourth quarter come- back fueled by Michel. After two more Williams goals, Colby scored their third three, with six runs in the third inning. This ultimately fell 16-3, 3-0, and 7-2. Wesleyan on Saturday. However, the Ephs would be competitive, trust in Coach Cu-
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Track and Field runs away with two top finishes at NESACC Championships

The first game of Colby against Bates College was a thrilling battle of wills. In a fierce competition such as Bates, Colby managed to come out on top with a 10-9 win. Of the four teams that faced off in this tournament, Colby emerged victorious. Their performance was impressive, having never lost to Bates in the NESACC championships. The win was a testament to their hard work and dedication.

On the heels of this victory, Colby went on to face Bryant University in the Division III New England Championship at Williams College. This game was the first to be played at Middlebury College for the NESACC championships. The strong play at last weekend's divisional games showed at the national tournament, as the Colby team showed their mettle against the top DIII ultimate team.

Colby has qualified for the national tournament, which will be hosted in Massachusetts, came in first in the 400 meter hurdles with a time of 1:05.07 seconds. This was a historic moment for the Colby team, as they have never been closer to qualifying for the nationals.

The last time the team made it to nationals was 20 years ago, before he beat Carleton in the fourth place match. The competitive spirit within the Colby team has remained strong for Colby, who made it to nationals for the first time in 20 years. The team has qualified for the nationals in 2019, after finishing second last year. They earned NESACC All-Conference honors for their performance.

After the weekend, Stokes Cerkvenik noted how well the team performed despite the conditions. "It was definitely the worst weather we've been in," she commented. "It was cold, rainy and windy but we performed our best. Since this was our conference championship, everyone really pulled together to compete and cheer for each other."

For the first time in nine years, the Colby Men's Ultimate Frisbee team has qualified for the national tournament, which will be held in College Station, Texas. The Colby team qualified for the tournament by finishing second in the New England region. A strong showing for Colby, who have never made it to nationals before. The Colby team worked hard throughout the season to make it to nationals.

The Colby team has been looking for a victory to secure their place in nationals. As a result, several words were spoken on. As-rising to a 15-8 lead, Carleton continued to make for a challenging championship day. But Colby persevered and outplayed Carleton. The team went on to earn third place in the 400 meter hurdles and third place in the triple jump. Eighth in the 100 meter hurdles with a time of 10.65 and third in the triple jump. Colby ended the day with a time of 1:05.07, having already qualified for nationals.

Despite having a close score differential, Colby never pulled away. Their performance was impressive, having never lost to Bates in the NESACC championships. The win was a testament to their hard work and dedication.
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